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The FRACTAL FIELD -Perfecting "Phase Conjugation"
Redefining the FIELDS of Healing, Peacemaking, Genetic Self Organization, Bliss, Energy Science..

-

Revolutionary Research Frontier - with Radically Powerful Solutions to Virtually ALL Major Global
Issues..
"A new scientific truth does not triumph by convincing its opponents and making them see the light, but rather because its
opponents eventually die, and a new generation grows up that is familiar with it."--Max Planck, German Theoretical Physicist
by Dan Winter Nov 06 - outline for Budapest Conference with Istvan Dienes..
Implosion Group distribution of Dan Winter's work,
Main Index: soulinvitation.com or g o l d e n m e a n . i n f o
1. Peacemaking: How The FRACTAL FIELD Can Make Teaching PEACE Into a New and Powerful SCIENCE - more:
soulinvitation.com/peaceuniversity
2. Agriculture: How the FRACTAL FIELD Can Revolutionize Farming by creating Phase Conjugate Environment which properly
allow DNA to Communicate and Thrive electrically - more: soulinvitation.com/germination , and
soulinvitation.com/phaseconjugation and -see also "The FRACTAL FRIDGE PROJECT" - soulinvitation.com/fractalfridge
3. Architecture: How the FRACTAL FIELD Can ReInvent Architecture now that the Principle of Building a BIOLOGIC CAPACITOR
Allows us to Create Structure to Truly Create Healing and Bliss in Biology - more: soulinvitation.com/architecture
4. Genetics: How the FRACTAL FIELD Can ReDefine Success in Genetic Research / and Engineering - based on ReDefining DNA
COHERENCE, and DNA 'Radio', and DNA Ability to Absorb and Radiate the Electric Field of LIFE! - more:
soulinvitation.com/decode , and soulinvitation.com/12strands , soulinvitation.com/phaseconjugation
5. Psychology of BLISS / Ecstasy and PEAK EXPERIENCE: How the FRACTAL FIELD Allows Us Now to Define, Measure and most
of all TEACH - Peak Experience , Bliss, Ecstasy - True Enlightenment - more: soulinvitation.com/clinicalintro
6. Urban Design: How the FRACTAL FIELD Allows us to Re-Invent URBAN DESIGN Based on Fractal Charge Compression- to
Attract People, Money, Charge and LIFE FORCE Back into Urban Design- more: soulinvitation.com/lightcity ,
soulinvitation.com/rosycross
7. Weather / Climate / Rainmaking: How the FRACTAL FIELD Allows us to Attract Rain - and Regulate Precipitation - more:
soulinvitation.com/rain , and The Yantra Pics at soulinvitation.com/callingallangels
8. Energy: How the FRACTAL FIELD Can Allow Us to PROPERLY Use Charge Self-Similarity to COHERE and Couple the Gravity
Field for Electric Charge - WITHOUT Destabilizing the Earth Grid - more : soulinvitation.com/gravitycause ,
soulinvitation.com/notfree
How the (Phi) Fractal Field provides radical new solutions to GLOBAL WARMING: soulinvitation.com/warming , and WHEN
COLD FUSION gets COLD: soulinvitation.com/fusion
9. Another example of FRACTAL FIELD - self similar charge field -revolutionizing medicine..- note how
Negative Ion Wind (a fractal field) radically sweeps infection and parasites from the body ( see: ref 1) -perfectly consistent with
using fractality to measure ANY liquid's ability to support life ( ReDox Potential measure at soulinvitation.com/healingphase )
and - measuring fractality in Air to find and measure life's electric signature ( see IGA at phaseconjugation link).
1. At soulinvitation.com/healingphase we showed how measuring fractality in liquid ("ReDox"=elecron availability to
react=charge distribution efficiency=fractality):
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Then at soulinvitation.com/phaseconjugation (exerpted at bottom here) we discussed how the measurement of FRACTALITY IN
AIR - predicted / measured the electrical signature (residual field) of all LIFE ( the 'IGA' torsional cascade of charge measured by
phase difference is in effect charge recursion creating implosion):

(capacitor plates in approx 60 degree implosion cone?). ALL Life leaves a residual
field effect behind which is essentially IMPLOSIVE electrically - because that (negative ion making , charge self organizing
'suction effect') ABILITY TO ATTRACT CHARGE DEFINES LIFE ( as for example the electrically measureable ability of a seed to
germinate or egg to be fertile).
3. Now in Edinburgh, with Joyce's help we describe a potent example applied to healing. Joyce is using a powerful negative ion
wind - charge device to eliminate / reduce a whole variety of infectious / inflammatory disease. When we study the physics of this
device, we find a beautiful example of healing by fractality.
Joyce (newhopecentre.co.uk) is using- NEGATIVE ION WIND based- CELL CARE THERAPY. This began when the inventor noted
how much more healing took place on the side of the hospital exposed to forest and nature. The side facing concrete walls was not
so lucky. Negative Ion Wind (a fractal field) radically sweeps infection and parasites AND inflammation in general - from the body
( see: ref 1) -perfectly consistent with using fractality to measure ANY liquid's ability to support life ( ReDox Potential measure at
soulinvitation.com/healingphase -Electron distribution 'availability to react' or ReDox Potential- is precisely created by the
FRACTALITY which IS charge distribution efficiency- so essential to ALL process of life)
and - measuring fractality in Air to find and measure life's electric signature ( see IGA at phaseconjugation link). The point is to
realize that in physics a negative ion is precisely a black hole (fractal) for charge. The centripedal nature of all
electrical negativity is precisely the charge implosion fractality creates - which state of invited charge collapse in its limit
condition creates gravity. (When capacitors for example are arranged into fractal self similarity- they make a negative ion wind
just before they begin making GRAVITY: soulinvitation.com/gravitycode ).
Related profound insights flow from Joyce's application of this simple charge emitter. She found that spine and brain liquid
inflammation and infection were almost always at the root of not only ME (Encephalytis related) but- also in CHRONIC FATIGUE
SYNDROME. Thus- 5 days simple treatment with strong negative ion therapy produced dramatic results. Medicine desperately
needs to realize that electrically - a fractal charge enviornment not only reduces infection dramatically - but that FRACTAL
COMPRESSION EFFICIENCY IS THE ELECTRICAL OPPOSITE OF INFLAMMATION IN GENERAL.
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Another useful proof of the concept THE FRACTAL FIELD HEALS- has been proven by Joyce. The ability of this APPLIED
NEGATIVE ION TRANSFER- to heal is REDUCED or ELIMINATED - IF ANYTHING METAL OR SYNTHETIC IS IN THE
ENVIRONMENT AROUND THE PERSON BEING HEALED (The body is electrically grounded so the fractal charge path must flow
directly thru it - she then eliminates metal in the area and uses all natural fabric etc.). The obvious implication is the fractality of
the field - must draw charge from the biologically PHASE CONJUGATE DIELECTRIC environment - which we have been
emphasizing must now redefine use of natural materials for architecture:

In other words it is specifically the charge fractality of your electrical environment which gives your body the ability to compress
and organize its field effect. Ability to compress and then radiate electric charge efficiently thus define not only consciousness but the FIELD of healing in general!
Building cities and FOOD which are OPPOSITE to charge fractal - destroys LIFE FORCE (charge absorbtion) in your children.
Nature went to some trouble to get fractal (phylotactic) everywhere. Are your physicists so arrogant to believe they can survive in
some other way??????????
Fractal charge distribution limits all biologic growth including conscious and spiritual!
Gravity code:WHY CHARGE COLLAPSE ENABLING SELF SIMILARITY (PHASE CONJUGATION) is the CAUSE of
gravity.
. see: soulinvitation.com/gravitycode
Origin gravity=Origin symbol(alphabet): charge embedding / perfecting compression /
as indexed by charge absorbtion in DNA! (see gravity in DNA at soulinvitation.com/phaseconjugation )..
How and why Golden Ratio - perfects PHASE CONJUGATION...
- for examples of PHASE CONJUGATION (like the CADUCCEUS BREATH) creating healing in biology - we celebrate the release
of..
.. the NEW HeartTuner BlissTuner - HRV / Breath Software Release - emerges from Beta this week!..
-FULL 2 CHANNEL HRV / Breath Disply
-Long Term HRV History Data Storage - for REAL LONG TERM WELLNESS STUDIES!
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Can you make a caducceus in your breathing - to add fractal harmonic inclusiveness AND COHERENCE
to your HRV / heart...
or are you being taught to breathe at only one frequency: (more on this at>) the Heart Math MISTAKE?
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the "HeartMath Mistake" is revealed where
FRACTAL and GOLDEN RATIO Breath/HRV - Supports + COEXISTs with, HIGH Internal Cardiac Coherence
(or ICC - the real cepstrum COHERENCE measure invented by Winter- they don't understand or use-Rollin McCraty, Gary Schwartz et al - wrongly claim teaching Cepstrum coherence prevents HRV ..)
more on cardiac synth - options - download: http://www.heartcoherence.com/cardiacsynth/

click above to download Medical Research pdf - click here for more on 'HeartMath Mistake'
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HeartTuner / BlissTuner - inventions
from Dan Winter - are currently
developed and marketed by
HeartCoherence Team (left) -

heart tuner demo -- main user guide -- introduction-- cardiac
synthesizer- with preliminary userguide -- HRV module preliminary
userguide

If you order your system thru
Dan Winter (inventor)
danwinter@goldenmean.info
- you receive a free bonus 24dvd (7
HeartTuner training), +3 book set see soulinvitation.com/tools
more system description:
soulinvitation.com/hearttunerspecial

.
above- more on how BLISSTUNER included with HeartTuner teaches the BLISS / ECSTASY / PEAK
EXPERIENCE / 'ENLIGHTENMENT' - + the end of A.D.D. + Addiction by teaching Golden Ratio PHASE
CONJUGATION in EEG (constructive CHARGE COMPRESSION) - see soulinvitation.com/clinicalintro
3 . More Science of PHASE CONJUGATION - Solution to DNA Radio -and Phantom DNA! - We have been teaching that a properly
phase conjugate dielectric was the electrical description of organic material for architecture. (And how properly phase conjugate
dielectric ceramics repair electrosmog etc).

Note how the famous
the cabali yai space (wormholes to the vacuum).. is QUINTIC.. pent symmetries
always generate golden ratio charge compression..
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Compare this to the stellated dodec..
( soulinvitation.com/gravitycode) which einstein poincare used
to model the symmetry of gravity. If Einstein had know what a fractal was, and how the golden ratio perfects the phase
conjugation inside - he might have solved his grail / unified field.
setting up phase conjugation in the vacuum / ether optimized by golden ratio - couples charge to gravity.. (because of self
similarity perfected Golden Ratio constructive recursive heterodyning of phase VELOCITIES - charge compression becomes
charge accleration which IS gravity ).
The Golden Ratio / Caducceus geometry of perfect PHASE CONJUGATION is
+the origin of the GRAIL STORY ( soulinvitation.com/realgrail )
+the primary mechanism of energy healing / energy paths out of chaos in general ( soulinvitation.com/healingphase )
+looking at the biologic (phase conjugate) dielectrics for example which Podkletnov used to MAKE GRAVITY with insect
skeleton ( soulinvitation.com/gravitypolitics )
Summary exerpt from: soulinvitation.com/healingphase " in our last notes soulinvitation.com/rosycross we presented
the idea that PHASE CONJUGATION (Implosion perfected by Golden Ratio ) was the essential
mechanism of:
- how gravity is made, (for example power spectra of the Hutchinson Device spark would show damped
cascade producing self similarity) - Hendershot device...
- how DNA radio works (charge communion, the collective unconscious, and the soul work by coherent
communication thru superluminal velocity modes nested by PHI),
- the real physics of the origin of the HOLY GRAIL- DaVinci Code - why S . F r a n c e and Washington DC
grid sites are all PENT etc..
- how awareness and bliss develop electrically around the brain as an imploding charge fieldsoulinvitation.com/clinicalintro
- how the charge propagation phase path from facet to molecular to atomic to nuclear symmetry make
the PHASE CONJUGATE MIRROR .. + the fire crystal of Atlantis (Tuoai stone)

Physics of HOLY GRAIL + CAUSE of GRAVITY (infinite colla
magnetic monopole..)
Rosy Cross= Perfect PHASE CONJUGATION =IMPLOSION- th
symmetry possible where infinite phase velocity modes conv
CONstructively.. (converts charge compression to accelerati
gravity)..
This is the exact symmetry (dodeca stellation by Golden Rati
r e c u r s i o n ) -> :
->Einstein / Poincare used to model charge symmetry of grav
compression
->identifying optical /laser phase conjugation (time reversa
correction etc..)
->of Palladium / dodec - key to cold fusion
->charge path thru phase conjugate dialectrics(ex:barium tit
to voltage from gravity
->of the top and side view and wratchet of DNA (charge comm
conjugation /mechanism of soul )
(all living proteins are 5 sided/Phi for this reason)
->water molecules use (clathrate cage/dodec) to become part o
charge distribution)
->of monoatomic (implosive ) Gold atoms
->identifying the CHARGE PATH (breath of life-charge com
BIOLOGIC MATERIAL for ARCHITECTURE..(only possible de
for a commercial term 'organic')
->identifying the (Phi / c a d d u c e u s ) harmonic analysis of EEG
force in water,harmonic inclusive EKG predicting all disease
content (PHIlotaxes)of all life..(charge attracting self orga
->the JITTERBUG (cube-octa down to icosa) - presented as m
molecular superconductivity at International Conference on
Buffalo,NY by Jim Sawyer, 6 Dimension Design..(pics>
this same symmetry of perfected phase conjugation (caducceus)- electrical self organization -IS:
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- the reason any dialectric is biologic and ALIVE! . defining living material for architecture (what
capacitor can HELP a seed germinate)
- the REASON any enzyme is ALIVE- (the DNA recursive braid- why heat kills a live enzyme -strucurally
- de-organizing electrical recursion ).
- the reason any bio-ceramic material can reduce electrosmog or heal or nourish biology. Bio ceramic=
phase conjugate dialectric. Mesenchymal stem cells and bioceramics: strategies to regenerate the skeleton. skeletal
regeneration by bioceramics - success predicted by phase conjugation success- the essential mechanism behind all energy / electrical healing technologies. (with power spectra
examples-below)..
- the essential mechanism for the 'still point' in sacral cranial work, healing crisis in psychological
work , also the - 'collapse process' in counciling work...
: charge compression HEALS by sorting
Harmonic Inclusiveness
= Genetic Diversity
= Access to Fractality (definition of grounding for psychologists & electricians)
= Fusion/Implosion
= Charge Communion
= Turning on DNA Radio - the aura production called sainthood / enlightenment -which Korotkov
measured example in GDV during bliss /peak experience.
= Access to the -collective unconscious, synchronicity, san-graal DNA piezoelectric ring-grail.
= Ability to Respond/responsibility - self empowerment
= CHARGE DISTRIBUTION EFFICIENCY
= How LIFE POTENTIAL is MEASURED in liquids as RE-DOX Potential.
= How COHERENCE in biologies field effect - the KA (thar,tholic-boat to underworld) prepares to
survive death in what compresses out of DNA thru light speed.
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Next- examples from PHASE CONJUGATION - as mechanism of energy medicine:

(end insert from 'healingphase')
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In the typical animation of the waves returning backward in time to their source from a PHASE CONJUGATE MIRROR (time
reversal -etc) -

(link to conventional physics description) what they fail to explain is that under the mirror surface
(the phase conjugate material in the non-linear medium of the mirror itself) the phase path for the waves HAS TO BE EXACTLY
THE GOLDEN RATIO CADUCCEUS - necessarily caused by the self-similarity (macro-to molecular - to atomic - to subatomic )
symmetry of the material itself! This phase path (see caducceus below) is what makes DNA radio work.
The new Russian IGA Device- CAN MEASURE WHERE A DEAD BODY HAS BEEN IN A GRAVE YARD BY JUST THE RESIDUAL
IMPLOSION CHARGE FIELD!...see more at soulinvitation.com/12strands - (bottom) - I am excited that Stephane Cardineau
pointed out the following meter.. apparently able to measure Hartmann grid, Curry net etc., and life force etc.
I believe this moves in the proper direction toward my prediction - that we MUST measure charge fractality in AIR.. in order to
predict life support environments in general!
We have strongly suggested that charge fractality measured as REDOX potential in liquids- predicts ability to support life in
liquids.. here I believe we are closer to measuring that in AIR. Note that the 2 plates in the capacitor pick up below may
approximate a 60 degree implosion conic. Also note in the description his measuring PHASE relationship between included
frequencies. I predict that the principle could be optimized to measure SELF SIMILARITY in included charge harmonics (fractal
harmonic inclusiveness ). We will be researching this with Stephane.
Hartmann grid - curry net - measure and more.. .. http://www.ecodowsing.com/Products/IGA-1%20Manual%20_EN.htm
hello, (from stephan cardineau - for the geophysical anomaly detector - http://stiffa.mail15.com/iga.html

Geophysical Anomaly Detectors
end quote- note
capacitive implosion cone angle- weak charge field checked for INTERNAL PHASE
CASCADE 'torsional' - MEASURES RESIDUAL CHARGE FIELD (IMPLOSION)
THAT IS THE ELECTRIC SIGNATURE OF BIOLOGY IN GENERAL!
Then this same -Anatoliy Pavlenko uses his partial understanding of perfecting charge PHASE CONJUGATION (what he calls the
TORSION FIELD) to build a electrosmog elimination: (implosion eliminates that which cannot phase conjugate - thereby sorts)..
notice how the device "Spinor" - and his measurement tool (IGA-1) are both phase conjugate dielectric capacitors - altho he lacks
the symmetry understanding to describe the principle.
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Look at how incomplete Anatolyi Pavlenko description of what a torsional wave is- (from Torsion fields - the second
coming into science.) "So-called torsion fields are meant, they are created by any rotating object which is familiar to the
phenomenon when any object having mass creates gravitation field.
It was the first mention about torsion fields that was their first coming into the science.
To be just, the author should mention that some scientists intuitively felt the presence of such fields. The great surgeon and
scientist N. I. Pirogov wrote in his book “The questions of life”: “My weak mind producing its analysis of a matter, dividing it on
the atoms can’t stop on them and in the end imperceptibly, unwillingly moves from them to something else what has all the
negative features of a matter. My intellectual analysis fatally comes to the necessity to accept something permeable OUT of
atoms, everywhere penetrating, undivided, amorphous, constantly moving and by these features providing the motion which
amasses, unpastes atoms, organizing that or another kind depending on in which and through which form of matter it penetrates.”
The characteristics “of something penetrating” are related to a great extent to the characteristics of torsion fields. Mendeleev D. I.
- a supporter of the ether - said that he had recognized the matter of ether by the ability to penetrate into all matters, and “by the
inability to make any stable chemical compound with ordinary atoms. Therefore, the world ether can be presented (like helium or
argon) as unable to produce chemical compounds”. He even kept the space in the Table for zero elements, giving it the name
“newtonium”. At the same time Mendeleev set a concrete aim - “to enclose the real periodical system by a limit or border of lower
size of atoms”.
The science collided with the manifestation of different torsion fields’ features quite often and the existent variety of approaches to
the formation of torsion fields theory shows that the theory is very far from the perfection.
The interest to the torsion fields has especially increased for the last time; this can be proved by the numerous publications,
conferences and public lectures. At the first decade of July 1998 The First International Congress “Bioenergetic informatics
(Mountain Altai)” was hold; the participants heard the reports and information on physics, technology and application of torsion
fields.
Torsion technologies - the technologies of XXI century - are based on the application of torsion fields of rotation - a new,
although always existing in the nature, but scantily explored type of torsion fields. Torsion fields carry information about
processes taking place in the physical objects. They are not absorped by mediums because they have nonelectromagnetic nature,
although they appear, for example, together with electromagnetic radiation. Their energy is approaching to zero while the speed
of spreading can vary from 0 to 109 km/s depending on a kind of torsion field source. Among the programs basing on the torsion
fields theory, which can be seen fulfilled in the nearest future, there are:
the research programs of the creation technique of ecologically pure, resources preserving technologies, systems and means of
non-traditional highly effective energy supply;
the programs of the study of torsion fields influence on the properties of materials with the aim of development of production
technologies of materials with given properties;
the programs of production of torsion equipment for other branches of national economy;
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the programs of increasing of crop capacity and cattle breeding production;
the programs of foodstuff shelf life extension and other technologies, systems and facilities which provide the preserving of
biotope and rational use of natural resources."
What is wrong with the above notion of TORSIONAL waves (their so called KOSYREV Hologram)? If we look at the placement of
their KOSYREV mirrors- we see they are nasty metallic cylinders which focus the biologic microwave (major mechanism of the
info transfer) ONLY when the cylinders are placed at ley line crosses which have excellent relative magnetic flux permittivity.
(They measure the magetic flux density- in effect a check for conductivity's necessary SYMMETRY - BEFORE they install them).
What they don't understand is the relative fractality (recursive self-similarity) of the ley line crosses whose SYMMETRY (they
don't understand) allows them to make use of the (phase conjugate) DNA radio. Their concept of Torsional is rather pathetically
incomplete because they don't understand that it is charge self-similarity creating PHASE CONJUGATION - acceleration which
fuses to the core of all DNA radio. (Magnetic line self similarity/ fractality invites the constructive charge compression + resultant
harmonic inclusiveness. The key physics being how the compression delivers charge in a cascade movement BETWEEN
frequencies. Their ability to apply the crube label scalar or torsional- sadly is not evidence of their having grasped the principle namely biology's ability to constructive compress charge.)
This explains their failure to understand that the metal cylinders themselves - they use for the KOSYREV mirror chambers- ARE
THEMSELVES ELECTRICALLY DEADLY TO ALL BIOLOGY. They install a metal whose field is precisely NOT FRACTAL OR
PHASE CONJUGATE BIOLOGICALLY - and ineffect poison biology's microwave and higher frequency bloodstream in their
misguided desire to plug in to biology's radio. This is all the more reason that the very essence of the principle of biology's
universal PHASE CONJUGATE BIOLOGIC DIELECTRIC radio must be taught. The phi ratio'd higher frequency and phase velocity
modes (including the measureably faster than light in DNA) - are available sustainably only in truly biologically fractal
environments. The shareable waves are those which ADD to the well of survival symmetry info in DNA's fiery fusion core. This
means the discipline of charge fractality tests all of life for real (phase conjugate electrical) COHERENCE. NON-biologic
capacitors (their biologically poisonous KOSYREV devices) - will never sustainably serve a germinating seed. The ancient
'Kosyrev' like device was in fact the PHASE CONJUGATION created by piezoelectric paramagnetic (originally biologic stone
materials)- dolmen / djed - like STONEHENGE. The REASON their KOSYREV devices are poison (less than capactively fractal)
precisely illustrates their stupidity. (Here is the right test question for them: why do the perfect phase conjugate Golden Ratio
frequencies- generated by a machine - phi harmonics at soulinvitation.com/antakarana - create NAUSEA in all who listen - while
the SAME Golden frequencies sung by a choir - Christian Kyracou's - create BLISS?? When they can answer this test question - then
let them touch the Earth grid with their devices.)
--Compare this to Bearden's use of 'Scalar' and PHASE CONJUGATE terminology. The exactly similar misconception persists. Failure to understand even the basic necessity of self-similar charge fractality to connect charge to gravity- the way biology must.
(We discuss how this results in the irresponsible use of the word FREE energy - in Bearden's schizophrenic world view - at
soulinvitation.com/notfree - as if an energy source could be somehow separate from the coherence of the gravity field which feeds
it. This creates the kind of emotional disconnection from the Earth's coherent gravity field - by un-fractal technology - which sank
Atlantis.)
For many years, Tom Bearden (the "father" of scalar electromagnetics) has been touting "the way" to free energy, anti-gravity, etc.
This was through the use of phase conjugate principles.
The Scalar Potential Has An Internal Structure
ref http://www.geocities.com/area51/Shadowlands/9654/bearden/finalsecret.html
The Structure of the Scalar Potential: According to rigorous proofs by Whittaker [Ref. 2] and Ziolkowski, [Ref. 3] any scalar
potential can be mathematically decomposed into a harmonic series of bidirectional wave pairs. Figure 1 shows this
Whittaker/Ziolkowski (WZ) structure. In each pair, the forward-time wave is going in one direction, and its phase conjugate
(time-reversed) replica wave is going in the other. According to the so-called distortion correction theorem [Ref. 4] of nonlinear
phase conjugate optics, this PCR wave must precisely superpose spatially with its partner wave in the pair. The two waves are
in-phase spatially, but 180 degrees out of phase in time. The wave is made of photons, and the antiwave (PCR wave) is made of
antiphotons. It follows that, as wave and antiwave pass through each other, the photons and antiphotons are coupling and
uncoupling with each other, because the antiphoton is a PCR photon, and PCR's precisely superpose spatially with their partner.
A photon or antiphoton has wave characteristics, because it has a frequency; if the wave aspects are perfectly ordered and perfectly
correlated, then so are the photon's particle aspects.
A Potential Is An Ordering Across the Universe: So we have -- astoundingly -- perfect VPF inner ordering infolded in the
electrostatic scalar potential! We also have perfect wave/antiwave ordering infolded in there. When you collect a simple set of
charges on a small ball or in a region, the scalar EM potential from that set of charges reaches across the universe. In it you have
an infinite harmonic series of phase-locked time-forward EM waves going out from the charges to all distant points of the entire
universe. And you have an infinite harmonic series of phase-locked time-reversed EM waves coming from all points of the
universe, back to the "collected charges" source.
A Potential Is A River of Energy: The point is, you have established a mighty, hidden, 2-way river of energy between that
collection of charges and every other point in the universe. There is infinite energy in each of those infolded waves and antiwaves.
But in a localized region, the energy density in each wave is finite. Since in finite circuits the potential interacts with a localized
set of mass, we shall be concerned with the local energy density (joules/coulomb) of the potential.
But forget the conventional myth of visualizing the potential as pushing a unit charge in from infinity "against the force field" --
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there isn't any force field in the vacuum, as is well-known in quantum mechanics. Also, Newton's third law requires all forces to
occur in pairs -- each pair consisting of a force and its 3rd law reaction force. From that viewpoint alone, there is no such thing as
an EM forcefield or force field wave in the vacuum. There are just gradients of the vacuum potential present in the vacuum. In the
vacuum, an EM wave is actually a wave of the phase locked gradients of the electrostatic scalar potential and of the magnetostatic
scalar potential. And each such gradient wave is simultaneously accompanied by its phase conjugate gradient wave, because of
Newton's third law." end quote from Bearden - note again how the scalar idea could become a serious charge symmetry model only
IF the self similarity PHASE CONJUGATION WAVE PATH - (idealized by Golden Ratio ) is understood.
--compare this to well known Golden Ratio physicist term the BI-Vacuum.. - note phase conjugation of polarities couples to
creation principles in general. Again note how the principle is that self-similarity by Golden Ratio- enables the PHASE
CONJUGATION linking the fundamental forces (gravity to charge).
AMENTI as-Phase Conjugate Mirror-Perfect Annihilation Implosion-How Glands Make BLISS-Time
Reversal in Light-FasterThan Light SOUND
..'and then their relations were "Conjugal"...(more than one meaning for genes coming to pony
tail..)..
from Dan Winter, (originally) 6/8/2000 url: http://ww.../phaseconjugation - - Darlene asks:"..any information concerning the
Hall of Records. Beuhler said it had been breached, I would dearly love to hear more about that situation. Anything about
the Hall of Records is of utmost interest of all spiritual followers now."
For this I recommend Paul White's telling of Hurtak's underground radar at Gizah story..
http://www.altavista.com/cgi-bin/query?pg=aq&q=%22paul+white%22+AND+hurtak&r=&kl=XX&d0=&d1=&search.x=34&search.y=8
but then UNDERSTAND HOW this Giza complex "Halls of Amenti" by it's magneto symmetry served to launch
/'ignite' soul (groups)
into star inhabiting in Anna Hayes, Halls of Amenti, part 2 of Voyagers series.. reviewed at Raphiem's
http://mission-ignition.tripod.com/earth/amenti.htm
Then you can use the Amenit 'Halls" PRINCIPLE (of PHI .) the 'Rennes le Chateaux' re-pent to be saved, motif - of embedding in
YOUR backyard without Giza... to make your genetic /gland magnetism phone call to the G(enefields) O(verall) D(omain).
To become fractal and non-destructively compressible / scale-invariant is how the charge waves implode in your DNA coeur to
connect their phone lines to where 'many paths and errands meet'. And remember it is your EKG sonic pony tail at the moment of
bliss, which arranges that gene 'braid'.. (See 'context dependancy' mechanism of signal to noise ratio in DNA in "Grammatical
Man-Information Entropy Language and Life" by jeremy Campbell.)
(A less ensouling example of the Amenti Halls principle may well have been the (do)Deca-delta antennae at Montauk.)
My story on "Amenti: As Harmonic Implosion Bubble- The Only Way Home (Compress / Embed or Die) for Genepools" is at
../amenti
A-MAZE-ing how the (labyrinthine) turns neccessary to embed/inside-out create sustainability - immortality. Dan Winter.
6/8/2000
The above 'Amenti Principle' (see PHI spiral to Orion on GIZA plateau graphic) is an example of
perfected 'phase conjugation' (depicted) in the below...
6. WHY Time Reversal - + Self Correction occur in PHASE CONJUGATE OPTICS.. relation to cancer therapy..Time reversed 'phase
conjugate soundchair'..
This article is intended to be read as an ADDEND to Sonic Implosion Experience Page: . . / a n t a k a r a n a
- Phase Conjugate Mirror - Perfect Annihilation Implosion- How Glands Make BLISS - Time Reversal in
Light - FasterThan Light SOUND- vs DOVE Mirror :
HERE IS THE PATH LIGHT OR SOUND NEEDS TO MAKE TO CREATE Perfect Fusion, Phase Conjugation, Annihilation,
Implosion, Grail.. (animated at ../grail.html )
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Getting "Screwed" may get new PR..
(3 views.. path of PHASES, perfect "pining", note also this is top and side view of DNA)
TIME REVERSED SOUND a phase conjugate mirror version of an acoustic signal has been demonstrated by
Mathias Fink at the University of Paris 12/23/1997 : http://sga.ex.ac.uk/aip/glimpse.sum/physnews.190.3.html
Phase conjugation, The phase conjugate of a wave possesses exactly the same spatial properties as the
original wave, but it is said to be reversed in time... 06/08/1999
http://www.dera.gov.uk/html/electronics/phase_conjugation.htm "The phase conjugate of a wave possesses exactly the same
spatial properties as the original wave, but it is said to be reversed in time. This means that a phase conjugate wave exactly
retraces the path of the original beam. This has the useful property that if a light beam propagates through a distorting medium,
and then the phase conjugate is produced, this phase conjugate exactly retraces the path through the distorting medium. This
enables the unfavourable effects of distorting media to be reduced or eliminated.
A number of materials can be used to make phase conjugate mirrors. These include a
range of photorefractive polymers, inorganic crystals and liquid crystals. The
photorefractive effect is a process that involves the light-induced transport of charge
within a material. Differing electric fields strengths within a material caused by these
charge variations lead to refractive index variations that constitute a refractive index
grating structure (hologram). This grating is written optically. Photorefractivity is a
relatively slow process, arising from charge transfer. The process is therefore used in
continuous wave systems.
Stimulated brilluoin scattering is used for pulsed systems and arises from optically
generated acoustic waves which possess hypersonic frequencies (of a few GHz).
These waves are highly damped and form a grating which then acts as a phase conjugate mirror.
Phase conjugation can be used to make double pass amplifiers that do not distort the original beam
structure. This can be done by sending a beam of the desired profile through an amplifying medium, so
that it hits a material that acts as a phase-conjugate mirror. The phase-conjugate mirror sends the beam
back along the original path and back through the amplifying medium. The light recombines in its
original profile once it has passed through the distortion. This technique is currently used in a small number of
commercial laser systems. One problem is that single-longitudinal mode (SLM) lasers are required, this usually adds to the cost of
these systems, making them unattractive.
Single amplifier units can be stacked in parallel to produce better amplifications than could be achieved by a single amplifier.
Increasing laser energy by adding
amplifiers in series can lead to damage problems. However amplification using parallel amplifiers can help reduce this damage
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problem & make it easier to upgrade to higher energies at a later date. There is a problem however, if separate phase-conjugate
cells are used. The returning signals posses a random phase shift since the phase-conjugation process occurs at different relative
positions within the cells on a purely random basis. The phases must therefore be locked together. DERA has several techniques
for locking the phases in such systems which could potentially be useful for high power laser systems.
Phase conjugation therefore has benefits for industrial laser companies interested in improving the performance of their systems."
(note in the above highlighted text, potential for elminating all abberation in a phase conjugate
mirror based microscope, as pointed out by Bob Zawada,
note the parallel to what would correct the membrane as a wave to heal cancer. . )
The BETAR Sound Relaxation System A Practical Usage of Phase Conjugate Sound for Physical Stress
Relief by Peter J. Kelly of
Interdimensional... Sciences 121 Oasis... 03/05/1999, http://www.keelynet.com/biology/betar.htm 1 - Further Research-Search
"phase conjugate mirror"
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